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Absttact
"Computer network congestion" pl"yr an important role in packet switched

comm,rnication and occurs when a node or link is bearing higher data than its quality

of service. As a result network loss its packet, delay in service or distutbing in new

connecdons. Therefore Congestion control could be understood of mechanisms and

techniques to control the congestion and maintain cap*city below of its load.

Comp,rter network congestion control problems are vital issues and a high priority'

especially given the growing size and demand of networks, despite the many years

oi res.arch efforts. Designing effective congesdon control mechanism for computer

networks is a hard work because of the difficulty of realistic, cost effective, tractable

analyttcal models of congestion. But Computational Intelligence using Fwzzy Logic

Control methodoiogy is trying to offer effective solutions for certain classes of control

problems. In this article we pfopose discuss z fuzzy based congestion control

mechanism to address the congestion conftol ptoblem.
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Introduction:
Since many years of research efforts, the problem of network congestion con-

trol is still a critical issue and a high priority that is the gtowing size, demand, and

bandwidth speed of the networks. By growing packet switched Netrwork congestion

is becoming a crtttcalthreat. Congestion is caused by saturation of network tesources

means when the demand is greater than the available resoufce that means the pack-

ets send load is higher than its network
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handl-ing c pacfty.In network congestion incremental increase in carrying data

or packets leads to minimum network throughput or reduction in network through-

p.ri. N.*ork congestion result in loss of packets delay in service or botdeneck in

.r.- .or,r.ction. Network congestion may become urmanageable unless effecdve,

robust, and efficient methods of congestion control are developed. Cuffendy thete is

an ongoing discussion between the active members of the networking community as

to gi.re thedght definition of congestion. Existing solution to control congestion are

tro* b".o-it g ineffective due to the gowing size of the netwotk znd cztlt scale up.

But computational intelligence could play an important tole in this issue. The Fuzzy

Logic is one of the tools of what is commonly known as Computational Intelligence

(CI). Therefore, Computational Inlglligence is an zrea of fundamental and applied

reseatch involving numerical information processing'

We all know that when the sum of demand on any resource is greater than the

available resource, the resource is known to be congested for that demand. So in

mathematical term we can say-

\7e all know that when the sum of demand on any resource is greater than the

available resource, the resource is known to be congested for that demand. So in

mathematical term we can say-

l Demand > Available resource
Thus we can say that depending on resource availability congestion problem

classify as single or distdbuted resource problem. Fot example in dumb resource such

". 
I-Airi medium where all the effort need to solve the congestion problem by the

single users. It seems that all access method of I-AN like token access' carrier sense

-"ttipt" access with collision detection (CSMA/CD) are single problem solution'

But the intelligent resource c tr m^fi^ge itself. In case of distributed resource it is so

complex to handle. For example when a users demand is unlimited than the available

ctpacity of a link (resource) is said to be distributed resource problem.

From the above discussion we can classify congestion schemes as resource cre-

ation schemes and demand reduction schemes. In resource cteation schemes

reconfi.gure dynamically to increase the capacity of the resource. For example added

d.ial up links scheme in high usage, increases power on satellite link scheme, splitting

of path for extra :o:affic sending scheme etc. All these schemes are not aware of

congestion problem where only netwotk is deal with the congesdon

The demand reduction schemes indicate that they try to reduce amorult of de-

mand of the available resources. The basic demand reduction schemes ate service

denial schemes, service degradation schemes and scheduling schemes' The setvice

denial schemes stop neui connection or sessions to begin in congestion period. For
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example when someone is busy with a telephone line than nobody is allorved to
connect to that person and signalling a busy beep sound. The service degradation
schemes indicate to all the users signalling to minimise their load. The scheduling
schemes point to the usets to schedule their demand to keep below the capacity. In
resource creation schemes or demand reduction'schemes the netvork computes the
total ioad on the network and farther go for some avoidable action. A feedback
signal that is based on the load is sent from the resoutce which is congested to one or
mote control point. Some proposed feedback mechanism are discuss beliow-

' Feedback in routing messages: The intermediate resource despatch its over-
load to neighboudng nodes and respectively all receiving nodes share the load level.

' Feedback message: Feedback message may also called chock point message or
source quench message or permits message where explicit messages are sent from
the congested resource to the control point.

' Ptobe packets: It is send ftom the sources via network to adjust theh ioad
depending

on the delay.

' Reiecting further ftaffrc: In this mechanism a back pressrre is create where the
incoming packets are lost or un-acknowledge and thus queues 

^re 
cre te at the other

nodes. In the demand reduction mechanism the control node performs as source
node on the network.

Sorne alternatioes to tbe location of the control discuss as-

' TransPort layer: End system is the best suited to adjust the ftaffic load in trans-
port layer. But when the network and end system running under different administra-
tive then the controi is balanced only first and last intermediate node.

' Netwotk access: When the network is not congested then only the access con-
trol in the source node allow to in new aafficin the network layer.

' Dzta link layet: The data link level flow control techniques cln be applied at
data link ievel to the control.

' Network layer: Using fair queuing technique or buffer class technique or leaky
bucket algodthm technique we can take steps to control the congestion when the
router and gateways fall in congested. But such of technique are only beneficial for
public networks.

Fuzzy logic is mainly known as Computational Inlslligence (CI). Computational
intelligence is an area where funciamental and applied research involves numerical
information processing. In recent time Computational hlslligence research is most
active and simultaneously its uses are seen in some end user products. The Computa-
tional fnlslli.gence mainly concerned wtthFuzzy Logic, araficialneural network and
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evolutionary. while these techniques afe rrct 
^ 

p^lt^cea, it seems that demand of

these techniques is not only fro- th" academic iesear.h community but also from

telecomrnunication .o-p"oi"r. Fuzzy Los. control (FLc) is viewed as an alterna-

tive way of designing feeiback.onoil"r, it h.n ,igotous control theoretjc approaches

cannot be used because of difficulties in obtaining a formal anaiytical model'

Thecontrolalgorithmisanon-linearlawandpackedasasetofcommonsense
rules. Fuzzy Los. have been implemented smoothly to the controlling systems where

difficultly h", fl..d to obtain inalytcal models, even though it is available is too

compiex and highlY nonlinear'

In recent times, numbers of research papets have been popularisedandsuccessfirl

usingfuzzylogic investigating solutions to congestion controf issues ifl ATM nenvo;ks

*h"i" facing L" .o*pi."ity "f 
ATM networks, varieties of traffic soufces opefabng

on them, and for a"irrt *"tyri, obtaining difficulty of 
_ 
formal models, it is still

favoured by many oir.rerr.hers that are J"d with ATM network' Fuzzy Logic is

recently applied to TCP/IP netwotks, and also TCP/IP Diffetentiated services

Networks providing in either case, handfi,rl congestion conftol in diverse net'urorking

technologi^es. The inn.mirsion Conuol Protocol GCP) is one of the key Intetnet

proro.olr'rnd is responsible fot managing end-to-end connections actoss the Int111te1

^Sio.. thrt time anJ still today, TCP remains one of the most important congestron

control mechanisms in use in the Internet'

The congeslion control algorithms as FERM and FERM2 explicit rate congestion

control schemes are very ri--ii", except in FERM desired queue length is implicit and

in FERM2 queue l"rrgttr is set by higher level conttol module' FERM scheme is

complaint *i f, A" AiM por,,r,' Tnffrc Management Specification' FERM strictiy

maintain the curent queue length and gtowth mte when in the calculation of Explicit

Rate. The FERM schem. p"rfo1-, the Explicit Rate and Flow Rate Correction based

on the cuffent queue length and queue gfiwth at the ATM switch. FERM is a non-

linear controller where fJr cetairqrr.oJl"ogth it performs different flow rate limits

based ofl queue iength different fa;. FERM, is very common to FERM' FERM2 is

an improved sch.rrie over the eatliet or original scheme (FPRM The difference is

that in the original scheme the desired qu.uelength is implicit, but in F'E'RM2 scheme

desired queue iength is set by highet level control moduie and gives flexible use of

fesoutces acfoss the virtual .onn..tiorr. FERM2 scheme is aiso complaint with the

ATM Forum Traffic Management Specif,cation. The parametefs used in the FE'RM2

are pCR, ICR, AIR, MCRind Nfn. The Resource lvlanagement ceLls are periodicaily

evaluated by traffrc sources and forward to the destination end systems'
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Origin f of the Problem
Its seems that the origin of "congestion" problem in the Internet observed to the

work of Leonard I(leinrock. He was the frst person to focus on the problems of
congestion 'tn large multi-node networks with queuing. Later he works with Larry
Robets at ARPA where they implement analytic basis and theoretical feasibility of
communication and thus.it has been an important area in congestion control, conges-
tion tesearch and congestion management fot the network researchers. In congestion
when sending packets are more than the handling capacity of intermediate routers,
then the intermediate routers fatlto carry packets and waits for having reuansmit the
information. In earlier sending and receiving :o;te of applications was primarily main-
tained by TCP congestion control and when a packet loss is detected an inference is
made that the loss occurred because of congestion. The basic cause of the conges-
tion is too much demand from the collection of users that share the network re-
sources. The pattern of demand and the capaciry architecture, and manzgement of
network resources all contribute to determining a congesdon state.

Methodology Applied
This article is mainly based on secondary dat^. The secondary data is collected

from various sources, such as-books, joumals, internet source and some research
topic.

Simulative Evaluation / Discussion
Extensive simulations using OPNET, on a representative ATM network and

have compared the performance of FERM against enhanced proportionalrate con-
trol algorithm (EPRCA), where we have seen that FERM offen excellent transient
behaviour with good rise time, good settling time, and insignificant, tf any, oscilla-
tions. FERM2 yields yet bettet throughput results than FERM in arf overloaded net-
work for both I-AN and WAN networks. Its transient behaviour is much better than
EPRCA, in the sense that FERM attains steady-state much faster, and that it offers
'smooth'. FERM2 perfotms still better throughput results than FERM in an over-
loaded network for both I-AN and WAN network.

Conclusions
In this paper we have presented a fuzzy iogic control methodology that is ap-

plied in two diverse technologies: ATM and -tCP /IP networks for congestion con-
trol. The design of the fizzy knowledge base is kept simple, using a linguistic inter-
pretation of the svstem behavior. We have presented an illustrative example of using



cl intelligence to control congestion using Fuzzy Logic and have addtessed limita-

tions of .*itai"g alternative mechanisms. This is cleatly shown from the extensive

simulative evaluation. Both Fuzzy Logic based controllets are shown to exhibit many

desirable propetties, like robustness, fast system fesponse and fairness, with capa-

bilities of ua"ptitrg to highly variability and uncertait ty itt network. From the results

presented, ,rsing simpte Jesigns, we afe optimistic that th eFuzzy Control methodol-

ogy can offer significant improvements on controlling congestion in computel net-

works. Various enhancements of the propos ed fuzzy based congestion control de-

signs, such as adaptively, as well as the formal evaluation of the properties of the

controllers are curendy being investigated
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